About Rootfloe
Rootfloe is a cybersecurity centric company. We specialize and work on cybersecurity services,
develop the most secure web and mobile applications, secure APIs, build cybersecurity products
and research within the cybersecurity domain. We are headquartered in London and work for
client’s based out of London and Europe. We have an experience of 55+ man years within our
organization with varied experience and knowledge associated with the cybersecurity domain and
software development. Below is a brief of different services we provide our client’s.

“No job can be small or too big for us to execute”
Services we provide
Vulnerability Assessment
Our vulnerability assessment services will take an exhaustive look at your system, web and
mobile applications, we will identify any low defence areas, and test to see just how far a
hacker may be able to work his way into your system. We’ll offer an assessment that gives you
a comprehensive look at your cybersecurity preparedness – along with suggestions for future
with training and preparation.

Penetration Testing
With our penetration testing services, you’ll find out exactly how prepared your IT infrastructure
including your web and mobile application is to get hit by a major cyber-attack. We’ll simulate an
actual assault so you can find out what problems may arise when the real thing comes your way.

Source Code Review
With our source code review service, we will check your application’s complete code for security
flaws using both manual and automated tools. We give you 100 % coverage rate with a technical
report on how you can rectify the vulnerabilities.

Red-team Assessments
We can perform a Red-team Assessment on your business, using the exact methods that actual
hackers use to test the limits of your system’s security. And when we are through, we’ll offer you
everything you need to ensure no hacker can repeat what we’ve done.

Configuration Review Assessment
If your business or organization needs a review of its network or infrastructure, we can perform a
comprehensive audit that will give you all critical information about your system’s security,
including firewalls, routers, servers, and more.

Cloud Security Testing
As more of our vital information moves into the cloud, it becomes more important than ever to
ensure maximum security. We can test your system to help you find weaknesses and flaws in
every aspect of your cloud-based network and infrastructure. Then, we can help you plug the
holes and ensure nothing essential ever gets compromised.

IoT Security Testing
As more of our daily lives becomes connected to the internet, the need for effective and efficient
security multiplies. This is especially true pertaining to the growth of IoT. We can give your
business and customers peace of mind by testing the limits of your IoT security system, ensuring
hackers aren’t able to use your products as a doorway into your or your customers networks.
Then, we can offer you advice, reports on the vulnerabilities with the fixes and respective tools
you would need to create a truly secure device.

Social Engineering
Social engineering attacks have grown exponentially in recent years. We can help you develop
and implement the security measures needed to minimize the impact of social engineering attacks
on your employees and customers.

Managed Security Services
An effective network involves dozens of moving parts and connections. If you’re going to
maintain tight and effective security, you’ll need to make sure that every part of your network is
locked down. We can help you manage all of it, from firewalls to IPS and everything in between.

Threat Intelligence Services
Hackers are constantly evolving – developing new methods of worming their way into systems
and stealing vital information. That’s why we’re dedicated to gathering data from across the web
and staying informed about current and emerging dangers. We can use that information to help
you stay ahead of every threat, so you’re never caught off-guard.

Risk and Compliance Services
We can work with you to keep your business above board by managing risk and helping
you remain compliant when it comes to all your compliance needs(GDPR, PCI-DSS, SOX,
HIPAA, Cybersecurity Essentials and Essentials Plus.)

Cyber Awareness Training (Corporate)
Statistics show that nearly 50% of cybersecurity incidents are the result of human error. Don’t let
one of your employees unknowingly leave your company vulnerable. Instead, take advantage of
our cyber awareness training and ensure that each member of your company is equipped with the
knowledge and tools they need to mitigate risk and minimize cyberattacks.

Application Development
We will create your dream applications, be it Web, Mobile or custom APIs to be the most secure,
professional, with an excellent front/back facing UI and with perfect business logic to match.

IT Support Services
We at Rootfloe provide IT Support services for small, medium and large organisations. Our IT
professionals are well experienced and work round the clock via phone, email and with a
centralized service desk to deal with all your system related issues and challenges you might be
facing on a daily basis. We can make your work much easier and also deliver bespoke solutions as
per organisations line of business and leverage the existing support system.

Talent Management
Pick Top-notch Technical Resources with our IT Staffing Services for your organization for a long
or short duration as you require.

For more information kindly contact, us at
info@rootfloe.com / aravind@rootfloe.com

